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Proposals Disclaimer

Strategic Capital, Inc.’s goal is to improve enterprise and shareholder value through dialogue 
with the company management team and the exercise of shareholder rights.

In order to improve the value, we are proposing the following 

• Sell all securities including bonds and cross-shareholdings 

• Improve profit margins and/or divest businesses with low capital efficiencies

• Forego expensive M&A until stock valuation improves

Executive Summary

Executive Summary What’s New
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Stop holding and managing securities for investment purposes

One main reason for the low valuation of Arisawa is the large amount of low-return assets the Company holds, which results in the

capital efficiency being lower than the return required by investors (i.e., Weighted Average Cost of Capital, WACC). Last year we

proposed to sell securities held for investment purposes. Arisawa declared, in opposition to our proposal, that “the Company has

recorded cumulative profits of 3.087B yen over an approximately 9 years since the commencement of operations”. However, the IRR

calculated from those numbers would only be 1.7%.

We propose to delete the provision referring to the holding and management of securities from the business objectives listed in the

Articles of Incorporation. We also propose to sell the securities by the end of March 2022 to improve capital efficiency.

Sell cross-shareholdings

Cross-shareholdings reduce capital efficiency and lead to poor corporate governance. The price movement of these listed shares will also

impact the stability of the Company’s financial results, leading to a higher WACC.

We propose selling the cross-shareholdings within one year and using the proceeds as a source of funds for investing or payout as

dividends to increase shareholder value.

Details

Executive Summary What’s New

Summary Details I Details II
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Excessive accumulation of equity capital

The Company’s equity capital ratio is already high at around 70% and if the Company continues current level of shareholder returns, the

equity capital will only build up and capital efficiency will decline.

We propose a 100% dividend payout ratio to prevent further build-up of equity capital.

Eliminate reserves held for unclear purposes

Every year, the Company reduces the retained earnings brought forward which are the source of returns for shareholders, and transfers

the amount in a general reserve. Arisawa provides no specific reason for such transfer and we cannot ignore the fact that Arisawa is

accumulating reserves without purpose.

We propose withdrawing all assets from the general reserve and using the proceeds as a source of funds for share buybacks or payout as

dividends to increase shareholder value.

Details continued

Executive Summary What’s New

Summary Details I Details II
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2021.03.18

Special website for Arisawa opened

2021.04.26 

Execution of shareholder rights to make a proposal at the AGM

06.25.2021

Attended the AGM and expressed our opinions

What’s New

Executive Summary What’s New

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Valuation TOPIC: Equity Spread

Cheap valuation due to management

Arisawa’s stock price has been below 1x PBR for nearly all of the last 5 years.  The reason is because the company’s ability to 
efficiently earn money on shareholder’s equity (Return on Equity, ROE) is lower than the required return by shareholders 
(cost of  shareholders’ equity)

Source: Quick Astra Manager as of 5/6/2021

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Residual Income Valuation

Valuation TOPIC: Equity Spread

A method of calculating shareholder value using ROE, cost of equity (r), and growth (g) 

For more information see here

Theoretical
PBR 

= Price per share

Book value per share
= 1+ (ROE – r)

(r – g)

As can be by the equation, PBR will increase as ROE and g increases, and decreases as the r, cost of equity
increases. ROE minus the cost of equity (ROE- r) is also called the equity spread and if the equity spread is greater
than 0 than the theoretical PBR will be greater than 1.

Equity Spread

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Sell securities to increase ROIC - excessive securities that reduce capital efficiency

As seen in the left pie chart, Arisawa holds approx. 11.5 billion 
yen in bonds which is equal to approx. 16% of market cap.  In 
addition, as of March 2020, the company held another 7% in 
cross-shareholdings and 21% in cash and deposits.  In total that 
accounted for over 44% of total assets.  

In addition, as seen on the right pie chart the total amount of 
securities held equaled 48% of market cap. 

The estimated return on the bonds is less than the WACC (see 
here).  

Excessive Securities Held

Source:  Arisawa Security Report, Quick Astra Manager as of 5/6/2021

Poor Medium-Term Business Plan

Solution
Sell excess securities with low expected returns (e.g. bonds) in order to increase ROIC

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Poor Medium-Term Business Plan (MTBP) - ROIC that is lower than WACC

On Oct 29, 2020, Arisawa published an MTBP with a goal of reaching
over 6% ROIC by the Mar 2025 FY. As can be seen in the chart, that
means ROIC is below WACC for the next four years.

In valuation theory, in order to improve corporate value, ROIC should be
greater than WACC. When ROIC is less than WACC, the first order of
business should be to improve the denominator (i.e. invested capital) by
withdrawing from or applying appropriate leverage to inefficient
businesses.

On the other hand, if new investments can provide a better return (i.e. R
or the numerator) than before ROIC would also improve. Looking at
Arisawa’s MTBP, they are projecting an increasing in IC of 10% while
increasing R by 80% in order to improve ROIC to 6.3% from 3.6%.

Source:  SC from Arisawa’s MTBP (Oct 29, 2020) and rev. MTBP (May 7, 2021)

Excessive Securities Held Poor Medium-Term Business Plan

ROIC < WACC Topic

Since they are saying “a large amount of profit can be achieved with a small amount of invested capital”, they should provide a

Concrete explanation of “what segments are expected to improve, for what reason and by how much” 

Lack of knowledge

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Formula basis

➢ First derivative to ROIC is 
positive

➢ EV increase is a function of 
ROIC increase

➢ Second derivative to ROIC is 
negative

➢ Rate of EV increase 
decreases as ROIC increases

Topic: The Valuation Driver Formula and Impact to Enterprise Value

Excessive Securities Held

ROIC < WACC Topic

While the Dividend Discount Model (DDM), which takes the sum of all future
dividend payments and discounts it to their present value, is commonly used to
calculate shareholder value, a similar concept method called the Value Driver
Formula (VDF) uses ROIC, WACC and organic growth (g) can also be used to
calculate enterprise value (EV). In contrast to the DDM, the VDF focuses free
cash flow which is the net profit (NOPAT) after subtracting for investment
(g/ROIC) required to maintain the company.

Shareholder
Value

= Dividend x (1 + g)
Cost of Equity - g

DDM

Enterprise
Value =

NOPAT x (1 + g) x (1 - ) 

WACC - g

VDF

g
ROIC

Based on VDF, EV will increase if ROIC improves. In addition, the larger the ROIC
compared to WACC, the greater the increase in EV when profit (numerator
increases) see grey arrow

However, when ROIC is less than WACC, instead of trying to increase profit,
improving ROIC by reviewing the invested capital (i.e. reduce the denominator of
ROIC) will better lead to an increase in Enterprise Value.

When damaging EV (ROIC<WACC) →stop expanding business (g↓), improve efficiency(ROIC↑)
When creating EV (ROIC>WACC)→ expand business (g↑), improve efficiency (ROIC ↑)
Enterprise Value increases when ROIC improves regardless of level of WACC

Ways to increase Enterprise Value

𝜕𝐸𝑉

𝜕𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶
=

𝑔

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 − 𝑔 ∗ 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶2

𝜕2𝐸𝑉

𝜕𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶2
= −

2𝑔

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 − 𝑔 ∗ 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶3

Poor Medium-Term Business Plan

Lack of knowledge

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Management doesn’t accurately grasp concept of cost of capital in the MTBP

In our discussions with Arisawa we began to suspect that management did not have sufficient awareness of the cost of capital.  We base our view on the 
following questions posed to management.

Question 1 – Is the return of 1.7% for securities appropriate?

They state on page 15 of the Notice of the 72nd Annual General Meeting of Shareholders that it earned JPY 3.1B (approx. 30m USD) over 9 years.  On the 
roughly JPY 11.7B investment, that would equate to a IRR of approximately 1.7% (even looking at it generously it would be around 2.6%).*   This compares 
to a WACC above 5% disclosed by Arisawa. * Calculated by SC using data from securities reports and Quick ASTRA manager. 

SC cannot understand the Arisawa’s rationale for continuing to hold securities where the return is lower than WACC.  We are concerned that Arisawa may 
not understand the concepts of WACC and ROIC correctly.

Question 2 – Does impairment loss superficially improve capital efficiency

During an interview with Arisawa’s officer in charge of IR explained that ‘assets for a certain business’ had been impaired so returns would increase and  
they would have a competitive advantage.  Indeed, on the surface recording an impairment loss would lower the book value (reducing the denominator) 
and thus improve capital efficiency.

However, we cannot agree with his view because the return of the actual investment is still low.  We are dialoguing with management from the perspective 
of getting a proper return on the investment amount (i.e. ROIC > WACC), not the numerical value on the surface.  It should be looked at from the 
perspective of whether it is a business that creates value for Arisawa.

Excessive Securities Held Poor Medium-Term Business Plan

ROIC < WACC Topic Lack of knowledge

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Our dialogues with Arisawa

As a shareholder, we have been holding dialogues with Arisawa since August 2019.  In addition to interviews with management, we also express our 
opinions in writing with management.  Due to the sheer magnitude of our dialogue with the company we cannot list them all but below are a sample.

Sept 2019 – Letter to management (Japanese)
• Need to improve Corporate governance
• Request for meeting with outside director
• Refrain from expensive acquisitions that 

damage shareholder value. 

Nov 2019 – Presentation to management
Key points covered
• Problems with low valuation and low 

financial leverage
• What investors want in an MTBP

Jan 2020 – Letter to management
• Request meeting with outside director
• Article from Commercial Law Review on 

‘The Dialogue between outside directors 
and institutional investors’. 

Mar 2020 – Letter to management (Japanese)
• MTBP that considers cost of capital
• Sell securities and use proceeds to return to 

shareholders. 
• Improving corporate governance

July 2020 – Letter to management (Japanese)
• Request meeting with outside director and 

the outside director to decide whether or 
not to meet, not the CEO

Aug 2020 – Presentation to management
Key points covered
• Concepts of cost of equity and WACC
• Relationship between cost of capital,  

shareholder and enterprise value

Our Dialogues

One Topic

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Topic: Interview with an outside director regarding the cost of capital

In March 2021, SC met with some outside directors of Arisawa, during which we exchanged opinions on the expected role of outside directors and 
expressed our dissatisfaction as a shareholder regarding the fact that the ROIC will not exceed WACC for a while in the MTBP. Below is an excerpt.

Our Dialogues

One Topic

Considering WACC, it is necessary to have assets that return more than WACC in order to improve enterprise value.  There are a large amount of securities on the B/S, but do 
you think the return on those securities will be above WACC?

Outside Director – I think it would be misleading to calculate based on the number only.

Then what should be looked at other than the numbers?

Outside Director – I think it we have to look at the assets in various ways.

The purpose of a public company is to maximize shareholder returns, basically that is to increase stock price and dividends. That means that the share price and dividend are 
very important.  By giving such an answer, we are concerned that you  do not understand your role as an outside director.

Outside Director – As shown in the MTBP, we recognize that ROIC is below WACC.  Although  it will take time we are planning to achieve a ROIC of 6% that is above WACC.*

* According to the MTBP, the WACC for Mar 2020 was 5.35%

As a shareholder we are dissatisfied with the MTBP which assumes that ROIC < WACC for 3 years.  Since owning securities which have lower returns in WACC is one of the 
reasons why the stock price is undervalued, we want you to sell those securities as soon as possible.

Outside Director – Thank you for your opinion.  I would like to discuss it with the Board of Directors. 

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Summary of Shareholder Proposal for 2021

Proposal I – Remove the holding and management of securities as a business objective and sell the securities

① Deletion of the provisions of articles with regard to Holding and Operation of Securities for investment purposes

Proposal II – Sell cross-shareholdings

② Revision of the provisions of articles with regard to the Dissolution of Cross-shareholdings

Proposal III – Set the dividend payout ratio to 100%

③ Appropriation of surplus

Proposal IV – Withdraw all assets from the general reserve 

④ Reduction of general reserve 

See Press Release for more details 

Proposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results

2021 2020

AGM
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Addendum I - Expected return calculation 

Assuming shareholder proposal is passed, and the PO ratio is continuously 100% and a special dividend is received.  

Expected return is based on (1) stock price gains and (2) dividends.   As shown below the total of (1) and (2) is 622 yen.  Compared to 
the stocks price of 1003 yen (as of May 6, 2021), an increase of 622 yen would equal a return of 62% 

Calculations for table
Expected stock price –Using the avg. dividend of 65 
yen/share (based on average net income over last 3 years) 
and assuming a dividend yield of 5%, the expected stock price 
will be 1300 yen.  (Note based on the assumption, if net 
income were to increase, the expected stock price and (1) 
expected gain on the stock price would also increase.)

(2) Calculation of special dividends (sale of securities) 
see Addendum 2    

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager as of 05/06/2021 , public filings

Proposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results

2021

AGM

2020
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Addendum II – Calculation of the special dividend

Assumptions

• There is no appropriate target to invest the funds 
so 100% of proceeds from the sale of securities 
will be returned to shareholders in the form of a 
special dividend.

• The value of the securities sold is based on the 
amount recorded on the balance sheet as of 
March 31, 2021 and does not account for any 
market fluctuations, transaction cost etc.

Proposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results AGM

2021 2020
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Addendum III – Impact to financial base

Even after paying a special dividend, 

the capital-to-asset ratio remains 

strong at 62.4% with cash and 

deposits equal to 13.2B yen on hand.  

The financial base would remain 

strong. 

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager

AGMProposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results

2021 2020
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Addendum IV – Supplement to shareholder proposal for disposal of surplus 

The following is an illustration of the content of the shareholder proposal based on the Company’s forecast dividend per share and net 

income.

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager

Excerpt from shareholder proposal (direct translation from Japanese)  Note - The JPY48 yen as per below is replaced with JPY64 (actual EPS)

The amount obtained by deducting the amount of dividend payment from surplus per common share of the Company which will be proposed by the Board of Directors of
the Company at the 73rd Annual General Meeting of Shareholders and approved thereat, from JPY48.
In case Earnings Per Share rounded down to the nearest integer in 73rd fiscal period (hereinafter referred to as “actual EPS”) is different from JPY48, JPY48 in the previous
paragraph shall be replaced with actual EPS.

AGMProposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results

2021 2020
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Results of exercising voting rights 2021

AGMProposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results

2021 2020

Source: Extraordinary report
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Opinions expressed at the AGM 2021
Strategic Capital attended the AGM and expressed our opinions.

Please refer here for more SC transcript details (Japanese only).

The following is a summary translation of our key points made at the meeting.

• In the MTBP, the ROIC target is set at greater than 6% (6.5%), but as of March 31 this year (2021), the Company held 13.2B yen in

cash and another 12B yen in short-term securities and investment securities. We cannot see how the return on these assets can

exceed the 6.5% target. (Omitted) By disposing of excess cash and securities, it should accelerate your ability to meet the ROIC target.

• Cross-shareholdings are a problem from the perspective of G, Governance, but they are also cannot be justified from the perspective

of S, Social, that is, from the perspective of the purpose of the Companies Act. .. (Omitted) Instead of holding shares of business

partners, it would be better to sell the shares and use it for investment and R&D for the core business.

• On June 16 you announced a “Carbon Neutral Initiatives". (Omitted) In it you stated the CO2 emissions by factory and the roadmap

for achieving carbon neutrality. We think this is wonderful. Please work your hardest to achieve this goal. I would also like to ask you

to consider other environmental initiatives and also social initiatives such as human rights.

Proposal Add. II Add. IIIAdd. I Add. IV Results AGM

2021 2020
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Summary of Shareholder Proposal for 2020

Results

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.

20202021

Proposal AGM

Proposal I – Disclosure of WACC and its basis of calculation for more effective dialogue

① Revision of the provisions of articles with regard to disclosure of costs of capital

Proposal II – Sell bond investments 

② Deletion of the provisions of articles with regard to Holding and Operation of Securities for investment purposes

Proposal III – Sell cross-shareholdings

③ Revision of the provisions of articles with regard to the Dissolution of Cross-shareholdings 

Note fourth proposal to remove discontinued poison pill was adopted by the Company as a company proposal.

See Press Release for more details 
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Remarks at the June 2020 AGM

Below are a summary of the remarks. For full details in Japanese go here

On Boards dissenting opinion against SC’s shareholder proposals
The BoD states that “the Company fully understands that it is necessary for the management to understand the proposal”  but in 
reality we do not believe that management grasps the concept of cost of capital
(Omitted) They proudly point out that the returns from securities investments was over JPY 3B over 9 years, but that equates to an 
IRR of 1.7%. Can they honestly say that this exceeds the cost of capital?   It is clear that management does not have a clue as to the 
concept of cost of capital

Holding securities for future M&A
You explain that the securities will be used for M&A in the near future.  Yet, holding large amounts of securities reduce the capital 
efficiency and as a result the current PBR is 0.6x and the stock valuation is low.  For now M&A should be done by borrowing money.  
Also, as a shareholder, we do not expect the Company to manage securities.  We expect profits from the core business.     

Copyright © Strategic Capital, Inc. All rights Reserved.
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Results

Source – Arisawa Extraordinary Report
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March 18 2021 created special website

April 28 2021 updated 

May 10 2021 updated with latest results

July 2, 2021 – Added opinions expressed at 2021 AGM
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Important Legal Disclaimer

• This presentation is a reference translation of the original website in Japanese. In the event of any differences between the original Japanese 
version and the English translation, the original Japanese version shall prevail.

• This presentation is composed of analysis of Strategic Capital, information from our activist activities and release from companies. 
Information and documents in this presentation are composed of materials we believe to be trusted and latest, however we do not guarantee 
the accuracy, completeness etc. 

• We are not responsible for any judgement using information in this presentation. All copyrights and other intellectual property rights belong 
to us. Reproducing all or any part of the contents of this site is prohibited without author's permission.
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